$10k Referral Leaderboard Challenge
January 2020
The “Cash Referral Leaderboard” (“Challenge”) allows Participants (Referer) to win cash prizes by referring Non-Customers of Circles.Life to purchase a Circles.Life Subscription.
Definitions
‘Successful referrals’: Referee has signed up with the participant’s referral code and activate their SIM card
within the challenge period (see ‘Duration’ below).
Eligibility
All existing Circles One customers are eligible to take part in the Challenge.
Duration
The Challenge is valid from 00:00:00am on 1 January to 11:59:59pm on 31st January 2020 (Singapore
Standard Time). All referrals made during this period will be counted towards the leaderboard.
Rules
For a referral to be eligible for the Challenge, it must fall under the definition of ‘Successful referral’ as stated under ‘Definitions’. Top 3 users with the most ‘successful referral’ will win the cash prize.
The Participant can track their leaderboard ranking within Circles.Life app, which will be refreshed daily.
The Participant shall not coerce or mislead with untruthful and inaccurate representations of Circles.Life
of any kind.
It should be clear to any layperson that the Participant, in sharing their referral code and information about
Circles.Life, is not an employee or official representative of Circles.Life. The Participant shall not attempt to
insinuate that they are affiliated with the Organizer in any way.
The Participant shall not sell or offer referral codes on Carousell or any other third-party website.
Prizes
Top 3 participants in the leaderboard will win the following prizes:
1st winner: $6,000
2nd winner: $3,000
3rd winner: $1,000
Circles.Life will announce the winners within 7 business days after the end of the duration.
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Redemption
The Participant must claim the prize from the Circles.Life Headquarters personally with documents that
the Organizer deems relevant. Should they not be able to do so, they may authorise a third-party to collect
it on their behalf. For collection by proxy, the third-party must present any additional document(s) that the
Organizer requests for, and agree to allow the Organizer to keep a copy of such documents. The Organizer
reserves the right to withhold the prize, should requested documents not be presented by the Participant
or their proxy upon collection.
Once the participant has claimed the prize, cash reward will be transferred to their bank account within 45
days of claim.
Rules
Circles.Life will do further investigations if there are any suspicious fraud behavior. One example of fraud
behavior is if the successful referees leave Circles.Life within 3 months after the campaign ended.
Limitations
Circles.Life reserves the sole and absolute right to withdraw, amend and/or alter the terms and conditions
of the Campaign at any time without giving any prior notice to the users, registrants, or subscribers of the
promotion.
Circles.Life’ decisions in any matter in relation to the Campaign shall be final and conclusive. Any request
for appeal and review shall not be entertained.
Circles.Life reserves the sole and absolute right to disqualify any Participants who have engaged in any
conduct that Circles.Life deems to be fraudulent, inappropriate or unacceptable.
Circles.Life does not take any responsibility in the case of an event that may prevent the users from participating in the Campaign, as a result of certain technical restrictions or other limitations or force majeure,
which include but are not limited to regulatory events, government directive, government intervention and
act of God etc.
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